Large forensic databases provide an opportunity to compare observed empirical rates of genotype matching with those expected under forensic genetic models. A number of researchers have taken advantage of this opportunity to validate some forensic genetic approaches, particularly to ensure that estimated rates of genotype matching between unrelated individuals are indeed slight overestimates of those observed. However, these studies have also revealed systematic error trends in genotype probability estimates. In this analysis, we investigate these error trends and show how the specific implementation of the Balding-Nichols model must be considered when applied to database-wide matching. Specifically, we show that in addition to accounting for increased allelic matching between individuals with recent shared ancestry, studies must account for relatively decreased allelic matching between individuals with more ancient shared ancestry.
Introduction
migrates out of the sub-population [4] . 25 In the BN model used in forensic applications, the probability of observing 26 a particular genotype conditioning on having observed the same genotype is 27 estimated using the θ correction to account for coincidental allelic sharing be-28 tween two individuals due to excess shared ancestry within a sub-population. 29 In most forensic calculations, there is an implicit assumption that the individ-30 uals in question are from the same sub-population [4] . Balding and Nichols 31 convincingly argue that this assumption is appropriate, saying "the 'same 32 sub-population' assumption is conservative, since the suspect's profile will 33 tend to be more common in his/her sub-population than in other groups" 34 [4]. A number of studies have shown the importance and appropriateness of 35 this assumption and the corresponding θ correction in genetic identification 36 calculations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . 37 In database applications, typically all pairs of genotypes in a database 38 will be compared to each other and their degree of matching assessed. Previ-39 ous applications of the standard BN model to forensic databases [1, 2] have 40 shown that the often-used θ correction of 0.01 usually adequately corrects 41 for coincidental allele-sharing, raising estimated probabilities of matching scribe the amount of genotypic matching observed in a database, it is not 50 clear that the 'same sub-population' assumption is appropriate. 51 In this manuscript, we investigate how empirical genotype matching ob-52 servations can be explained by reconsidering the implementation of the BN 53 model. We show that by accounting for the case of two individuals deriv-54 ing from different population groups, we significantly improve the ability to 55 describe empirical matching rates in a database. 
where A 1,i is an allele i drawn from the single sub-population 1, so, for 
where subscript dots indicate any option such that A .,. is any allele drawn 92 from any sub-population and A 1,. is any allele drawn from sub-population 1.
93
Genotype probabilities for individuals from the same population are the same 94 as under the typical implementation of the BN model and for individuals from 95 different sub-populations the genotype probabilities are
Chromosomes from same or different sub-populations 97
In the previous formulation of joint genotype probabilities for two indi- of sub-population draws within individuals is described by the parameter a.
105
We can use this model to compute joint genotype probabilities, as shown in excess of individuals sharing few alleles (Figure 2c ). However, we still see 197 consistent differences between the observed and expected allelic matching.
198
Compared to the observed data, the population differentiation model pre-199 dicts a more narrow range of allelic matching than what is observed.
200
In the population differentiation model, it is assumed that both alleles 
Discussion and Conclusions

211
We have shown how a multinomial distribution on the expected match 212 matrix can be used to calculate the sampling probability of an observed match 213 matrix. Further, we have shown how this probability can be maximized with 214 respect to some parameters to provide maximum likelihood estimates of these ingly, fits the data significantly better than a uniform value of 0.01. Further, 218 we found that estimate to be near zero. This initially surprising estimate is 219 explained by considering that the common implementation of the BN model number of matching loci number of partially matching loci 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 13 15 17 19 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
